Welcome!
This is a lapbook about how animals prepare for winter. It covers hibernation, migration and adaptation.
You need to do your own research. My children mostly use the internet to
find information, but they also use whatever books we have on hand.
We don’t have access to an English language library so we love using lapbooks since we are making our own books to learn from.
Hope you enjoy this one. The file is available from the Simply Lapbooks
Yahoo group. It is free to share just not to sell or to use on a website for
commercial benefit.
Thanks.
You can see a picture of this lapbook on my blog:
hebrews110.wordpress.com
lee
A word on covers: Sometimes I make covers for you, but we don’t use
them. We store our lapbooks on the bookshelf and the paper covers start
to tear off being pulled in and out all the time. So my kids label and color
and draw and decorate directly onto the lapbook front.

Bear

Ladybug

Turtle

Gopher

Squirrel

Chipmunk

Snake

Frog

Brown Bats

Skunks

Animals That
Sleep All Winter

Animals That
Wake Up to Eat

Cut out the animal name rectangles and attach in the
appropriate column. Cut out the piece all as one and
fold on the lines. Fan fold so that ”to sleep or to wake”
rectangle is the cover and attach the back of “Animals
That Sleep All Winter” to the lapbook.

Cut each out as
one piece and
fold in half. Answer the question
inside. In the
squirrel octagon
write about how
animals eat and
eat and eat to
prepare for hibernation.

What is
Hibernation?

What Changes
Occur in an
Animal’s Body
When It
Hibernates?

Cut out as one piece. Fold in the Breathing flap and
then the cover with the picture. Crease well. Cut on
the dotted line. Lift the flaps and write about how
hibernating animals breathing and body temperature changes when it sleeps. If you want, you could
write under the cover flap why these changes are
necessary.
Here’s a scientific website http://
www.scienceclarified.com/He-In/Hibernation.html

Breathing

Body Temperature

Where Do They Sleep?

Turtles

Snakes

Cut out as one piece. Fold on the line
above the question. Cut on the line between turtles and snakes. Write the answer inside on the backside of the flaps.
On the inside write WHY turtles and
snakes sleep for the winter where they
do. Use complete sentences.

Write inside why some birds fly south
for the winter.

Cut each piece out as one
piece. Fold in half. Write
the answer inside. The picture and the question are the
covers.

What Is
Migration?

Write a poem about birds flying south for the
winter. Write one word on each line (or two if
they are small words like “to”). You could cut
this out anyway you like and include it in your
lapbook.

Which Birds Fly
South for the
Winter?

NEXT PAGE!

Cut out as one piece. Fold in half.
Write a list of birds inside which
migrate for the winter.

Draw on migration routes,
each flyway in a different
color. Be sure to fill in the
boxes on the key with the
color you used to mark
each route.
Cut around the box. Leave
whole, fold in half or fold
however you please. (This is
where my son turns pieces into paper airplanes and boats.)

Migration Routes
Atlantic Flyway
Mississippi Flyway
Central Flyway
Pacific Flyway

How Do Weasels
Adapt for Winter?

Cut each out as one piece
and fold in half.

How Do Beavers Prepare for Winter?

How Do
Foxes
Adapt
To
Winter
Weather?

Cut each out as one piece and fold in half.
Write your answer on the inside.

What Does It
Mean to Adapt?

These can be used as headers for different
sections of your lapbook.

